
I am a resident of Edmonton.

WHAT ON EARTH IS HAPPENING TO THIS PLACE ???????

It has been absolutely abandoned to the elements and no one cares what goes on here.

- Fly tipping has gone through the roof
- Demographics - all this place attracts is dysfunctional, benefit seeking ‘people.’

Who earth would possibly want to come to Edmonton as an 'attractive, up and coming area
??’

Go to Edmonton Green on a weekend - it is teeming with gangs of swarthy, unwashed,
fugitive types from eastern Europe (I once deigned to ask one where they were from - they
said ‘Bulgaria.’ ) 
My Bulgarian buddy said to me they are not Bulgarians - they are Roma gypsies from
Bulgaria.
Counterfeit cigarette paradise - “TSIGARA ! TSIGARA !” Two guesses what that means.

There is absolutely NOTHING taking this place into the future except deprivation and
crime - it has become a benefits ghetto/slum and all it does is attract the worst of every
ethnic minority and any dysfunctional beer swilling, spliff smoking useless, good for
nothing opportunist who sets foot here.

How many Turkish kebab houses ? How many Turkish green grocers : how many ‘Turkish
barbers ?’

It’s not the Turkish but the types of shops. 
Doesn’t anybody get it ? It’s not the ethnicity, IT’S THE BRAND.

There is NO variety - just hundreds of the same thing - it’s an absolute joke. 
Walk from Edmonton Angel at the North Circular Road to Bury Street north of Edmonton
Green plus the little spit of Church Street by the station - it’s unbelievable ! kebab shop
after green grocer after kebab shop after green grocer !?!?

You need a complete 360 degree re-think about this place.

-Fly tipping,
- insane noise nuisances/sound systems keeping entire neighbourhoods up at the weekend,
- flagrant cannabis smoking and sale at the barbers shop next to BayLeaf Indian take away
(my heart breaks for those guys in the Indian take away) in Bounces Rd, the ladies
hairdressers opposite  as well as the bike ‘repair’ shop further up on the corner of Oxford
Road (who on earth ‘repairs' bikes at 10:30pm at night - you don’t believe me - come and
have a look for yourselves.)

This place is shocking.
I came here from another part of London at the start of the 90s to start a family.
My children are now looking into getting the hell out of here - university educated with
degrees - who can blame them ?



Edmonton Green ‘shopping centre’ - nothing but knacker lacquer as we used to call it : 
paint pretty fresh colours over the cracks and hope for the best. IT NEEDS WHOLESALE 
DEMOLITION AND START AGAIN !

I could go on and on and on but it will just turn into a litany.

Are any of these councillors REALLY interested in anything except promulgating their 
own agendas ?

Does the leader of the council REALLY want to know what’s going on here ? She surely 
must know but WHAT IS SHE DOING ABOUT IT ??

There is no 100 year plan here : just accommodation for the world’s breeding machines 
and the next nearest dysfunctional druggie/alcoholic displaced from one borough to the 
other.

As a point on the map - fantastic : the A406 : the M11: M25 : the canals : the M1 just off 
the A406 : it has good access but 
IT NEEDS A TUBE STATION - BADLY.
After that - it is simple demographics - ENOUGH TRASH (both human and household 
waste.)

Go over tot he other side of London to Hounslow borough and see what they are doing to 
Brentford/Brentford docks area - tell all the councillors and politicians to hire a coach and 
go spend the morning there and see what that borough is doing there.
I remember Brentford when I first came down to London start of the 80s - it was a 
HOVEL.
GO SEE WHAT’S GOING ON THERE NOW. GO SEE THEN ASK YOURSELF -
COULD YOU EVER SEE ANYTHING LIKE THAT HAPPENING IN EDMONTON ?

Sorry folks but all the decent people round here, ALL ETHNICITIES, have given up. 
Edmonton has imploded. 
The police helicopter is always chasing someone from up above around here.

Let me know if you need any other information.
I am happy to help - just aghast at the dimension of the mismanagement around here, 
absolutely aghast.


